
FEATHERS
RUSTIC

Projects to help your 
creativity take flight.



Framed & Fabulous
Use statement-making 
plumage like this large 
ostrich feather to make a 
modern masterpiece. Layer 
a feather (or feathers) on 
top of muslin, place them 
under glass—and just like 
that, you’ve DIY’d a work 
of art!

Shadow Bird
Feathers get a foraged vibe in 

this enchanting shadow box. We 
layered black turkey feathers, gray 
duck wing quills and white feathers 
around a bird’s nest to celebrate the 
beauty of nature. Tip: Use stamped 
cardstock, antique keys and other 

items for added interest.
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Aloft & Alight
Feather embellishments make these 
candleholders shine. We wrapped and glued 
twine, leather and fabric around glass containers 
and adorned them with feather bouquets for 
naturally beautiful results. Tip: Experiment with 
layering project elements for different looks.

Artful Arrangement
Use a rust paint kit to give wild turkey 

quills a vintage metal effect. Then 
cover glass bottles with acrylic paint 
and color wash, wrapping the necks 
with deerskin lace. Tip: Complement 

your feather arrangement with 
rosemary or other greenery.  
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Graceful Setting
We brought embellished 
feathers to the table to 
DIY a look that’s both 
refined and rustic. Apply 
fine glitter to the edges 
of pheasant tail feathers 
(spool place holder) or 
use gold liquid leaf to 
gild duck wing feathers 
(napkin ring)

Boho Beauty
Feathers strike a graceful statement 
as ornaments. For a rustic look, keep 

crafty embellishments to a minimum—
unaltered duck wing and guinea fluff 

feathers are perfect! And stick to a 
natural neutral color scheme by using 

materials like grapevine wire and 
simple wooden beads.
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Feathers in Focus
What made the feathers on our 

birch-stick centerpiece stand out? 
Acrylic paint. We used painted 

white craft feathers for this project 
instead of pre-dyed feathers. That 
way, we could control the color—
the muted yellow keeps the look 
natural and relaxed. Also in the 

mix: unaltered gray duck feathers 
and a variety of rustic florals.
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What's Nest
Duck wing quills, nest with eggs and natural 
excelsior moss.

Quite a Curl
Imitation eagle’s feathers with curled edges.

Pretty Plumes
Speckled feathers, duck wing quills and 
natural excelsior moss.

On the cover: 
Gold-painted plumes, duck quills and 
speckled feathers make a pretty little 

package topper.
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Full Circle 
Use painted feathers to instantly 
elevate a yarn decor project. Paint craft 
feathers with liquid gold leaf (because 
everything’s better with gold, right?), 
then layer them with yarn and trim 
on a jute-wrapped ring. Voila!
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Feather Design Techniques
Take your projects to new heights!

Rusted: 
Rust finish metal effects kit

Stamped: 
Stamp sentiments with archival ink

Gilded: 
Metallic liquid leaf (we used gold)

Curled: 
With edge of butter knife

Glittered: 
Craft glue and glitter edges

Trimmed: 
Cut from feather vane (paint if desired)
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DO NOT ALLOW CHILDREN TO COMPLETE PROJECTS ALONE. ADULT SUPERVISION REQUIRED.


